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Charlie Pickering and Annabel Crabb to host show
that predicts the unpredictable
Production will soon commence in Melbourne on an exciting new weekly panel show,
Tomorrow Tonight, to be hosted by ABC favourites Charlie Pickering and Annabel Crabb, and
produced by the team behind The Weekly with Charlie Pickering and Hard Quiz.
Each episode Charlie will introduce Annabel and a panel of experts and comedians to a story that
would have us all glued to the news – an event that hasn’t happened yet but could. Funny,
illuminating and occasionally terrifying, Tomorrow Tonight will bring you tomorrow’s news today
and show us that the future is predictably unpredictable.
Tomorrow Tonight is the comedy panel show that gets ahead of itself by running out in front of the
news cycle. As the world goes off script it is time for a show that takes a long, hard and hilarious
look at “what happens next”.
"I'm excited to take a break from making fun of the news to have a go at making up some news of
our own, which could all turn out to be true any day now."
- Charlie Pickering
“The escalating lunacy of domestic and global events in recent years is a sombre reminder to us all
that we should be prepared for things to get even weirder. Tomorrow Tonight is – under these
circumstances – a cornerstone obligation of the ABC Charter. Jokes included at no additional public
expense.”
- Annabel Crabb
“We are thrilled to work with Charlie Pickering and Annabel Crabb and the team at Thinkative
Television on this original production. Tomorrow Tonight will unpack some of the most burning
issues of our time and ask: ‘What if?’ Tomorrow Tonight joins ABC shows such as Gruen, Shaun
Micallef’s Mad As Hell, The Weekly with Charlie Pickering and Hard Quiz in informing and
entertaining viewers about the world around them and the world to come.”
- Josie Mason-Campbell, ABC Head Factual & Entertainment
Tomorrow Tonight will air later this year on the ABC.
Production Credit: A Thinkative Television production in association with ABC TV. Executive
Producers Chris Walker and Kevin Whyte. ABC EP Nick Hayden.

For further information and interviews contact: Tracey Taylor on 03 8646 2313
or 0419 528 213 or taylor.tracey@abc.net.au.

